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ENERGY MAPPING AND DATA COLLECTION



MAPPING: 

WHAT KIND OF MAPPING IS POSSIBLE?

Top-down vs. Bottom up Mapping

• Top-down: use national or data to predict where demands and resources will be

• Bottom-up: use building data to construct a map of where demands and resources will be.

• Depends on the purpose

• Depends on your data availability

• For Chile: build in more examples

Use mapping strategically to achieve the right answers



MAPPING: 

WHAT KIND OF MAPPING IS POSSIBLE?

Utility mapping vs city mapping

• Utility tends to focus only on the network

• Energy mapping is also looking at the other pictures:

• heating and cooling demands outside of the networks

• The types of heating and cooling resources (especially for the long term)

• Priority zones: eg. Neighborhoods with high air pollution; urban heat islands

• Areas that are due for renovation, etc: wider planning purposes

It is important that the city leads this



MAPPING: 

WHAT KIND OF MAPPING IS POSSIBLE?

Data availability

• Having good, open data (eg. Amsterdam) is very useful and there are good examples where this can 
stimulate business investment and project development

• Mostly, this is because there is legislation that ensures that the gas and DH providers must be 

open about the amount of heat delivered

• In NL, this is because of the naturally monopolistic nature of gas grids.

Good practice: more is better

At the same time: there are sometimes privacy concerns

• Both with the individual: in many EU countries heat consumption is personal information and the data 
cannot be simply shared or used (must be aggregated or standardised somehow)

• In terms of competitive information (eg. France): this can counteract a level playing field and makes the 

development of systems much more complex.



AGENDA:

ENERGY MAPPING AND DATA 

• Why is mapping important?

• What kinds of mapping are there?

• What is the starting point?

• What is the purpose of the mapping?

• Initial mapping

• Mapping for detail

• Mapping for feasibility

Any planning for heating and cooling must explicitly address the spatial dimension and take 

local resources into account.

Overview of the topics
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CONCEPTUALLY:

WHY SHOULD WE DO MAPPING?

• Thermal energy travels badly, and geography 

plays a large role.

• Infrastructure connecting demand and supply is 

more expensive than eg. power or fuels. 

• It is important to know the locations, 

distances and the capacities

• Cooling is hidden under electricity

• The way in which heating takes place is much 

more diverse than other energy sectors, largely 

due to different framework conditions

Any planning for heating and cooling must explicitly address the spatial dimension and take 

local resources into account.

District energy is inherently local…

…so we need to be able to understand DE 

spatially to understand the infrastructure 

costs



IN TERMS OF THE PROCESS:

WHY SHOULD WE DO MAPPING?

• Showing maps of the demands and resources 

available in an area opens the space for 

conversation and discussion

• Visual tools are an easy way to present otherwise 

complex and abstract data to different audiences, 

and keep non-technical stakeholders on board.

• Showing the spatial relationships can bring 

together stakeholders

Any planning for heating and cooling benefits from visualising the spatial dimension.

Maps are a strong tool to start stakeholder discussions…

…so we need to be able to show use maps

Klik for at tilføje tekst
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MAPPING: 

WHAT KIND OF MAPPING IS POSSIBLE?

Initial 
mapping: 
Where should
efforts be
focussed?

• Broad scope

• High uncertainty, 
low data needs

• Relatively quick

Mapping for 
detail: 
encourage
feasibility

• Area/project
scope

• Higher level of 
certainty, but 
some assumptions

• Relatively time 
consuming

Dimensioning: 
Mapping to 
secure
feasibility

• Highly specific
scope: project
design

• High level of 
certainty

• Time consuming

How can mapping be done successfully and meaningfully?

• Different types of energy 

mapping give insights to 

different questions:

• What could we do?

• Could it work?

• Will it work?

• This depends mostly on 

scope and level of 

certainty

• (Typically, this is driven by 

available data and 

resources)

Use mapping strategically to achieve the right answers



MAPPING: 

WHAT IS THE STARTING POINT?

District energy
already exists

Initial 
mapping

What possible interventions are
there?

Mapping for 
detail

Could this project be viable?

Mapping for 
feasibility

Dimensioning and system 
operation

New 
development

Initial 
mapping

What is there in this area? 
Where is the highest potential?

Mapping for 
detail

Could this project be viable?

Mapping for 
feasibility

Dimensioning and system 
operation

What the mapping will look like is very dependant on the starting point; does 

district energy already exist or not?

• The questions that the 

mapping is aiming to 

address remain the 

same:

• What could we do?

• Could it work?

• Will it work?

• The differences will 

depend mostly on the 

available data.



MAPPING: 

WHAT KIND OF MAPPING IS POSSIBLE?

How can mapping be done successfully and meaningfully?

• Different types of energy 

mapping give insights to 

different questions:

• What could be done?

• Could it work?

• Will it work?

• This depends mostly on 

scope and level of 

certainty

• (Typically, this is driven by 

available data and 

resources)

Use mapping strategically to achieve the right answers

Initial 
mapping

Mapping for 
detail

Mapping for 
feasibility

→ Increasing certainty →

→ Increasing data and cost requirement →



MAPPING: 

INITIAL MAPPING

Using different types of mapping strategically to achieve the appropriate answers

Initial mapping: What could be done?

• What is there in this area? 

• Where is the highest potential? Is there a project pipeline?

• Where should future efforts be focussed?

Successful initial mapping needs to:

• Gather the existing sources of data and 
transparently highlight data limitations.

• Determine high-potential areas where further 
analysis of DE could be interesting.

• Say something about where future resources could 
strategically be spent

• Stimulate and motivate planning and strategic 
developments

Successful initial mapping does not need to:

• Zoom in specifically on a limited amount of projects: 
rather, the scope should be kept broad

• Make a final determination of if DE is feasible or not: 
this is made in the more detailed mapping and 
feasibility study

• Have an exacting nature regarding the data 
availability and data quality: something is better than 
nothing



MAPPING: 

INITIAL MAPPING

What level of data is necessary?

Available and high quality data

• Readily available data makes it possible to get a good overview of target areas and project pipelines

• Easy transition towards more detailed levels of feasibility analysis and can move towards high-
confidence discussions on planning, metering, etc. easily

• Examples: countries with cadastres; cities with measured/managed DH systems

Estimated or modelled data

• Not exact, but a representation of the spatial dimension and a goiod indicator to where more precise
data is valuable.

• Useful to understand priority areas, demand and resource density, develop potantila project pipelines 
and discuss general planning approaches.

• Can be bottom-up (Temuco) or top-down (Heat Roadmaps)

Little to no data

• Some knowledge can be generated based on stakeholder discussions and (informal) knowledge of the 
spatial nature

• Can be used to understand priority areas and data gaps.

• Typically represents expressing local knowledge in a spatial manner.

• Both data availability and data quality need to be considered. 



MAPPING: 

MAPPING FOR DETAIL

Using different types of mapping strategically to achieve the appropriate answers

Mapping for detail: Could it work?

• Could this project be viable? 

• What needs to be known in order to make a decision?

• How can planning or policy support this?

Successful detailed mapping needs to:

• Limit the scope to understand a certain project or 
intervention in depth

• Develop the existing sources of data and identify the 
data limitations that would affect a feasibility study.

• Understand the project within the specific (spatial) 
planning policies and strategies of the area. 

Successful detailed mapping does not need 
to:

• Make a final determination of if DE is feasible or not: this 
is made in the more detailed mapping and feasibility 
study

• Be completely free of assumptions or models: as long as 
they are transparently reported and identified



MAPPING: 

MAPPING FOR DETAIL

What level of data is necessary?

Available and high quality data

•Measured data can easily be used at a neighborhood or project level to 
understand the existing spatial structure. Assumptions for available resources
may still be necessary

•Easy transition towards more detailed levels of feasibility analysis and can move
towards high-confidence discussions on planning, metering, etc. easily

•Examples: countries with cadastres; cities with measured/managed DH systems

Estimated or modelled data

•Good estimations, based on proxies and (validated) assumptions, can still allow 
for detailed mapping that can move towards the scaling and sizing of the 
intervention and effect.

•Useful to start describing what the project would look like in detail and if it could
be viable

• Identification of data gaps then feeds into the work necessary in feasibility study.

• Both data availability and data quality need to be considered. 



MAPPING: 

MAPPING FOR FEASIBILITY

Using different types of mapping strategically to achieve the appropriate answers

Mapping for feasibility is to dimension the system: Will it work?

• Is this project be viable? 

• Will this feasibility study lead to investment in the project?

• This also means typically the DES Initiative will not carry out the work proper. 

Successful mapping for feasibility needs to:

• Give reliable data on the distribution pipe 
dimensions, loads, costs, and locations.

• Understand the project within the specific (spatial) 
planning policies and strategies of the area. 

• Feed into MRV processes and benchmarking 
where necessary

Successful initial mapping does not need 
to:

• Necessarily be represented in a visual tool: the 
numbers for the FA are the key outputs

• Be completely free of assumptions or models: as 
long as the level of certainty is high enough that a 
reasonable decision on feasibility can be made.



MAPPING: 

MAPPING FOR FEASIBILITY

What level of data is necessary?

Available and high quality data

•Measured data can easily be used at a neighborhood or project level to 
understand the existing spatial structure. Assumptions for available resources
may still be necessary

•Easy transition towards more detailed levels of feasibility analysis and can move
towards high-confidence discussions on planning, metering, etc. easily

•Examples: countries with cadastres; cities with measured/managed DH systems

Estimated or modelled data

•Good estimations, based on proxies and (validated) assumptions, can still allow 
for detailed mapping that can move towards the scaling and sizing of the 
intervention and effect.

•Useful to start describing what the project would look like in detail and if it could
be viable

• Identification of data gaps then feeds into the work necessary in feasibility study.

• Both data availability and data quality need to be considered. 



OUR APPROACH: 

TAKE BEST PRACTICES, ADAPT AND REPLICATE

Methodology and Key Steps

1. Assess existing energy and climate 

policy objectives, strategies and targets 

and identify catalysts.

2. Strengthen or develop the institutional 

multi-stakeholder coordination 

framework

3. Integrate district energy into national 

and/or local energy strategy and 

planning

4. Map local energy demand and evaluate 

local energy resources

5. Determine relevant policy design 

considerations

6. Carry out project pre-feasibility and 

viability

7. Develop business plan

8. Analyse procurement options

9. Facilitate finance

10. Replicate

We need more widespread planning for district energy:

• District energy is local, but there are 

enough similarities that common 

approaches are possible.

• An integrated approach is needed 

that includes considering spatial 

planning, the built environment, the 

wider energy system, and enabling 

frameworks.  

• Tools and methodologies need to be 

developed to assess and implement 

DES

• Technical

• Finance

• Framework



THANK YOU!

For more information on the Global District Energy in Cities Initiative, please visit the website 

or contact: 

Contact: suspaa@dtu.dk

District Energy in Cities: http://districtenergyinitiative.org

mailto:susana@plan.aau.dk
http://districtenergyinitiative.org/


SO, WHAT DO WE NEED FOR:

PLANNING FOR DES?

• Local understanding: the state of the 

building stock, and the need for both 

building performance and sustainable 

energy

• Spatial planning: This includes 

planning towards matching local 

resources and local demands 

efficiently

• The wider energy system: 

particularly the interaction with the 

power system

• Enabling framework conditions 

need to be developed that can locally 

incentivise clean, efficient solutions

National support is necessary, but local planning underpins much 

of DES needs:

…so there are things which we should be able to 

do in local planning to develop DES



PLANNING FOR DES:

MOBILISING LOCALITY

• The built environment: the state of 

the building stock, and the need for 

both building performance and 

sustainable energy

• Local industries: what are the needs, 

how can they be supported

• Resource markets: the local biomass 

markets; the main actors and supply 

chains

• Local knowledge: skills regarding 

construction, boiler replacement, 

behaviours: how can it be leveraged?

Much of heating is citizen and civil society driven:

…but these are not always easy to see or affect.



PLANNING FOR DES:

SPATIAL PLANNING

• Understanding density

• Much of what holds true for 

sustainable transport, liveable 

spaces holds true for district energy

• Create cities that diminish 

inefficiency

• Local resources: what is available? 

Where are opportunities? Where is 

space?

• Local demands: Where can projects be 

started? How can growth be concerned?

• Local barriers and incentives: What can 

be done? Where is the support?

Urban planning is all about knowing the place!:

…Workshop tomorrow: work more intensively



PLANNING FOR DES:

THE WIDER ENERGY SYSTEM

• One of the main advantages of 

DES: creating flexibility

• Maximising export/minimising 

imports: Using energy locally 

prevents inefficient use of grids.

• Direct use: synergies

• Storage: thermally

• Using the resources available:

• Power sector

• Industry

• Renewables

• Enabling framework conditions 

need to be developed that can locally 

incentivise clean, efficient solutions

Typically, municipalities are at the forefront of implementing 

decentralised energy:

…but, these can be hard to coordinate locally!



PLANNING FOR DES:

FRAMEWORKS

• (Relatively) close to the citizen: for 

utilities to work well, there needs to be 

a high level of trust and safeguarding

• Brokering partners: Providing 

platforms to gather around the table

• Long-term approach: particularly to 

develop trust

• Link back to master planning

• Strategies and goal-setting

• Validity of demonstrations

• Financing and ownership

Municipalities can have a distinct role for DES:

…but, these are typically not gained overnight



DISCUSSION:

WHAT CAN BE DONE IN PRACTICE?

• What can be done in masterplanning phases?

• Town planning and development

• Own building activities?

• What can be done under CL air pollution initiatives?

• What intervention rights does it allow?

• What can be done in local capacity building 

processes?

• What can be done under other clean energy 

initiatives?

District energy tends to not fall under one package. So 

when it comes to day-to-day planning:

…are there other opportunities?


